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About Department


Use of Information Technology is growing in the Government and industrial sector. The multi-national
companies are building applications based on Cutting Edge Technology. They are using IT in their
operations and decision making. Due to this exponential growth, computer user community is facing
shortage of manpower, trained in developing quality solutions, and planning for long term IT
requirements. The need for human resources in the IT industry is being addressed at various levels.



Some degree programs are available at various universities, which are providing required technical
manpower in IT industries of the country. These degree programs focus mainly on entry level
knowledge, whereas the IT industry needs and much more refined skills for training, research and
development. Our IT branch provides sophisticated academic program that will have the necessary
depth and focus to meet the needs of both the user and the IT industry.



The following UG, PG and Ph. D. programs are offered by the college.
Undergraduate

Post Graduate

B. E. (Information Technology)

M. E. (Information Technology)

120 seats

Doctorate of Philosophy
Ph. D. (Information Technology)

18 seats

Objectives







Create leaders, trend-setters for the next generation of the IT industry.
Offer state-of-art information technology education.
Train individuals who would contribute substantially to the ambitious IT goals of the country.
Undertake joint R & D with IT industry.
Contribute to large developmental projects in government and public sector.
Help the industry to create infrastructure that would facilitate the Indian IT industry.

Vision of Department


To be a recognized leader in quality education, research and development in Information Technology by
adapting to the rapid technological advancement

Mission of Department
•
•
•
•

To provide learning ambience to impart quality technical education for students to develop into globally
competent technology professionals.
To prepare the students with strong fundamental concepts, analytical capability and problem solving
skills.
To become centre of excellence by providing conducive teaching & research environment that responds
swiftly to the challenges of ever changing world.
To prepare graduates to be industry ready with ethical values and spirit of social commitment.
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Programme Education Outcomes
Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PEO1
Analyze and solve real-life problems through application of Information Technology and
fundamental knowledge of mathematics and science courses.
PEO2
Succeed in diversified and applied areas with analysis, design and synthesis of data to create
novel products and solutions to meet current industrial and societal needs.
PEO3
Endure higher studies, research activities, entrepreneurial skills and continue with lifelong
learning.
PEO4
Adhere to professional and ethical values, soft skills, teamwork and communication.
Programme Outcomes
Engineering Graduates will be able to:
PO1: Engineering knowledge:
Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, and an engineering
specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.
PO2: Problem analysis:
Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering problems
reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and
engineering sciences.
PO3: Design/development of solutions:
Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design system components or processes
that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the public health and safety,
and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations.
PO4: Conduct investigations of complex problems:
Use research-based knowledge and research methods including design of experiments, analysis
and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the information to provide valid conclusions.
PO5: Modern tool usage:
Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern engineering and IT
tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an
understanding of the limitations.
4
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PO6: The engineer and society:
Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal
and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering
practice.
PO7: Environment and sustainability:
Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in societal and environmental
contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable development.
PO8: Ethics:
Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of the
engineering practice.
PO9: Individual and teamwork:
Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in diverse teams, and in multi
disciplinary settings.
PO10: Communication:
Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering community and
with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and design
documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.
PO11: Project management and finance:
Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering and management principles and
apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to manage projects and in
multi disciplinary environments.
PO12: Life-long learning:
Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in independent and lifelong learning in the broadest context of technological change.
Program Specific Objectives (PSOs)
PSO.1: Understand and apply fundamental concepts of Mathematics, Algorithms and
Programming to solve real world problems.
PSO.2: Design and develop multidisciplinary software solutions using broad range of
programming languages, open source tools and cutting edge technologies relevant to the IT
industry.
PSO.3: Analyze and carry out research in the specialized/emerging areas to meet identified
needs within economic, environmental and social constraints.
PSO.4: Exhibit awareness towards Professional Ethics, environmental aspects, social issues
and readiness for lifelong learning.
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Cover Story

Machine Learning & Data Scientist
They identify patterns and help build tools like AIThe concept of Machine Learning, Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Big Data has been around for a

powered chatbots, CRMs, etc. to automate certain
processes in a company.

while. But the ability to apply algorithms and

With a sound knowledge of different

mathematical calculations to big data is gathering

Machine Learning techniques and contemporary

momentum only recently.

technologies like Python, SAS, R, and SQL/NoSQL
database,

Data

Scientists

perform

in-depth

statistical analysis.

What is Machine Learning?
Simply put, we’re contributing to Machine
Learning through our day to day interactions on the

The role of Data Scientist might sound like
that of Data Analyst, but, in fact, they are different.

internet. Whether you search your coffee maker on
Amazon, “top tips to lose weight” In Google, or
“friends” in Facebook you see Machine Learning
in action, but you don’t realize it.It is the Machine

Difference between a Data Scientist and a
Data Analyst


Data scientist predicts future based on past

Learning technology that lets Google, Amazon, and

patterns. Whereas, a Data Analyst curates

Facebook

meaningful insights from data.

search

engine

offer

relevant

recommendations to the user. These companies are



Data scientist’s work involves “estimation”

able to keep tabs on your day to day activity, search

(or prediction) unknown facts; while an

behavior and shopping preference with the help of

analyst investigates the known facts.

ML technology.Machine Learning is also one of the
main components of Artificial Intelligence.



Data Analyst’s job is more geared towards
businesses. Data Scientists’ work is integral
to innovations and technological advances.

Who is a Data Scientist?
Before assessing the importance of Machine
Learning for Data Scientists, here’s a brief note on
who Data Scientists are. We’ll also discuss how one

Why Machine Learning is So Important
for a Data Scientist?
In a near future, process automation will

can become a Data Scientist. Data Scientists draw

superimpose

most

of

the

human-work

in

meaningful information from a huge volume of data.

manufacturing. To match human capabilities,
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devices need to be intelligent and Machine

2. Knowledge of probability is very important
because Data Scientists’ work involves a lot

Learning is at the core of AI.
Data Scientists must understand Machine
Learning for quality predictions and estimations.

of estimation. Analyzing statistics is another
area that they need to focus on.

This can help machines to take right decisions and

3. Data modeling for analyzing various data

smarter actions in real time with zero human

objects and how they interact with each

intervention.

other.

Machine Learning is transforming how data

4. Programming skills and a sound knowledge

mining and interpretation work. It has replaced

of programming languages like python and

traditional statistical techniques with the more

R. A quest for learning new database

accurate automatic sets of generic methods. Hence

languages

it is imperative for Data Scientists to acquire skills

traditional SQL and Oracle.

like

NoSQL

apart

from

at Machine Learning.
To become an expert at Machine Learning
every Data Scientists must have the following 4
skills.
1. Thorough knowledge and expertise in
computer

fundamentals.

For

example,

.

Article By.
Ms. Shreya Sangale
Third Year (A)

computer organization, system architecture
and layers, and application software.
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Seminars and Workshops taken under Student Activity

\
1. Codorithm - University Level Coding Competition” was organized on 23rd April 2022 by the Students'
Activity Cell, Dept. of Information Technology, Sipna College of Engineering and Technology, Amravati
in association with the Sipna CSI Student Branch and CSI Amravati Chapter. The main aim of
organizing this Coding Competition was to provide a platform for all Engineering, BSC, and BCA.
45 Coding teams from many colleges like Prof. Ram Meghe College of Engineering & Research
(PRMIT&R), HVPM College of Engineering & Technology, P. R. Pote College of Engineering &
Management, Vidyabharti Mahavidyalaya, Dr. Rajendra Gode Institute of Technology & Research, and
Sipna College of Engineering & Technology, Amravati showed their active participation in this
competition. students to showcase their coding talent.
The inauguration of this coding competition was done by the hands of Respected Dr. S. M. Kherde Sir,
Principal, Sipna COET, Amravati in the presence of Dr. V. S. Gulhane Sir, HOD, Dept. of IT, all the
faculties of IT Dept., participants along with Codorithm’s faculty coordinators, student coordinators,
and team members. Prof. Gaurav Sawale Sir and Prof. Sangram Dandge Sir from Dept. of CSE,
PRMIT&R, Badnera were the Judges of this competition Its Faculty Coordinators were Prof. S. Z.
Khan and Prof. A. R. Bhuyar, and the Student coordinators were Mr. Prathamesh Rathod, Ms. Rutika
Khedkar, Mr. Sarth Khandekar, and Ms. Surita Sahu.
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2. A webinar on "Stress Busters for Students" was organized for all 2nd, 3rd, and 4th year
Students and interested faculties of I. T. Dept. on 09/02/2022 through Microsoft
Teams. Dr. Anuradha Totey was the Chief Guest and speaker of the program. The
webinar started with the verbal welcome of the speaker by Prof. S. Z. Khan, CSI-SBC.
This was followed by the official address given by Prof. L. K. Gautam, Assistant
Professor, I. T. Department, Sipna COET, Amravati. A total of 138 participants from
Second, Third, and Final year I. T. participated in this webinar.

3. A Hands-on seminar on “Augmented Reality: Career & Startup Opportunities” on the
occasion of CSI Foundation Day was organized by the Department of Information
Technology and Department of Computer Science & Engineering in association with
the CSI Student Branch on 11/03/2022. Mr. Rahul G. Chute, Edupreneur, AR
consultant, Creative Director at Dnnovate Technologies, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India
9
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was the speaker for the program. The resource person gave an insight into Augmented
Reality and Virtual Reality and gave a demo on Virtual and Augmented reality with the
devices. A total of 247 participants from Third year IT and CSE departments participated
in this Hands-on Seminar.

4. A webinar on “Stepping into Professional World” was organized for all 2nd, 3rd, and
4th year Students of I. T. Dept. on 16/03/2022 in online mode through Google Meet in
10
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the college Auditorium. Mrs. Meenakshi Kulkarni was the Chief Guest and speaker of
the program. The webinar started with the verbal welcome of the speaker by Ms.
Rutika Khedkar. This was followed by the official address given by Dr. A. B. Deshmukh,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of I. T., Sipna COET, Amravati. Mrs. Kulkarni guided all the
participants and also answered the questions asked to her by the participants.

11
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5. A Technical Session on “Salesforce - World's No. 1 CRM” was organized for all 4th year
Students of I. T. Dept. on 31/03/2022 in the MBA Seminar Hall. Prof. T. S. Rohankar,
Assistant Professor, Dept. of I. T., Sipna COET, Amt. was the Chief Guest and speaker of
the program. Rohankar Sir guided all the participants in such a way that students are
aware about what is Salesforce, job opportunities available in this domain. A total of 53
participants from Final year I. T. benefitted from this webinar.

6. Sipna Shiv Mahotsav 2022
On the day of Shiva Jayanti, the chanting of "Jai Bhavani Jai Shivaji" had rejuvenated
the entire campus of Sipna College of Engineering and Technology. The Shiv Mahotsav
celebrations have been going on in the college for the last 17 consecutive years. This year too,
the birth anniversary of Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj, the founder of Hindavi Swarajya, will be
celebrated on Saturday. It was celebrated on 19th February, 2022 in the college premises.
On this occasion, the students gathered at the main entrance of the college. Mr.
Jagadishbhau Gupta started the Shiva festival by worshiping the idol of Shivaji Maharaj.
Meanwhile, the rally, which was taken out from the main entrance, reached the premises with
12
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the sound of traditional drum beats. On the occasion, students in Shivaji Maharaj, Jijamata and
Saibai costumes were seen in the rally from the jeep. After that, the students of the carnival club
played lezim, flashmob and drums in the premises. Also, a play based on the assassination of
Shivaji Maharaj's Afzal Khan was performed by the students of the college in the auditorium of
the college.

13
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Student Achievements
1. Mr. Sarth Khandekar and Ms. Snehal Borkar, students of 3rd year I. T. has won the 3rd Prize in
“Hackathon” at the 1st National Student Convention-2022, organized by the Department of Computer
Science & Engineering, Assam University, Silchar. Feb 2022.
2. Ms. Riya Hindocha, student of 2nd year I. T. has won the Colour Coat in “Swimming” at the All India
Inter-University Tournament (National Level) organized at Kalinga Institute of Social Science,
Bhubaneshwar, Odisha. February 2022 Competition.
3. Mr. Atif Khan (Captain) and Mr. Vedant Ganorkar, students of 2nd year I. T. emerged as the first
runner-up in “Ground Football'' in Zenith'22 organized at Shri. Guru Govind Singhji Institute of
Engineering & Technology, Nanded on 15th April - 17th April 2022.
4. Mr. Huvishk Surwade, student of 3rd year I. T. has won the Bronze Medal in “Intercollegiate
Taekwondo Competition (above 80 Kg category) SGBAU 2021-22” organized at Shri Shivaji College of
Physical Education, Amravati.Feb 2022
5. Mr. Siddhesh Nandurkar, Mr. Atharva Wankhade, Mr. Vedant Kawade, Mr. Vedant Talokar, and
Mr. Harshal Digode won the 2nd Prize in "ECOTHON", a National Level Hackathon held at Sipna
College of Engineering & Technology, Amravati.

Gem of the Department
In this academic year, Ms. Riya Hindocha, student of 2nd year I. Treceived the Colour Coat in
Swimming from Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati for her above achievements. It’s a
very proud moment for the Department.
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Women’s Day : On the occasion of Women's day, the Department of I. T. has celebrated Women's day,
and shared greetings to all the enthusiastic lady professors.

AICTE-ISTE Induction/Refresher Program
Induction/Refresher Program organized by the Department
In this academic year, AICTE-ISTE Induction/Refresher Program on “Artificial Intelligence & Machine

Induction/Refresher Program organized by the Department

Learning” was organized by the Department of Information Technology, Sipna College of Engineering &
Technology, Amravati from 13th January 2022 to 19th January 2022. The main objective of this Refresher
program was to improve quality and equity in engineering teachers, upgrade their knowledge and enhance
research and teaching skills. This program also covered the recent trends in Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning. We also ensured that the faculty members are trained in AI, ML techniques, and their use in real-time
applications.
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Placements

Sr. No.

Name of Student

Company Name

1

Pratik Dnyaneshwar Wadaskar

Capgemini

2

Pratik Dnyaneshwar Wadaskar

Zensar

3

Mayureshwar Ujwalkumar Shiwal

Zensar

4

Ujwal Digambar Alhat

Quest Global

5

Purva Shrikrishna Prachand

Quest Global

6

Shreyas Vinod Panse

Atos Syntel

7

Gayatri Prakash Tajne

8

Mayuri Sanjay Dudhe

9

Akshata Sanjay Gurmale

10

Abhinav N. Deshmukh

11

Saurabh Devidasji Kadu

12

Vishal Kanhaiyalal Lekharajani

Crave Infotech

13

Gaurav Mahesh Vishwakarma

Mindree

14

Sayli Gopal Jangle

Infosys

15

Aditi Mahendrasingh Thakur

Infosys

UvExcel IT Solutions Pvt.
Ltd.
UvExcel IT Solutions Pvt.
Ltd.
UvExcel IT Solutions Pvt.
Ltd.
Datacipher
Crave Infotech

Mitali Kishor Agrawal
16

Infocept

17

Raunak Rameshrao Borkar

Infocept

18

Aayush Subodh Tiwatne

Wipro

19

Syed Sufiyan Ameen Syed Javed

Wipro

20

Gayatri Gajanan Chhabile

Infosys

21

Pooja Vitthal Gore

Infosys
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22

Vibhakti Sanjay Kavale

Infosys

23

Ratan Manohar Diware

LTI

24

Neha Jagannath Kawarkhe

Wipro

25

Tejashri Manoharrao Darne

Wipro

26

Akash Nashikrao Kharadkar

Infosys

27

Mithila Ghule

Acmegrade

28

Atharva Samdekar

CraveInfotech

29

Yashshree Kiran Pachghare

TechM

30

Tejashri Manoharrao Darne

TechM

31

Kashish Nabi Sheikh

Wipro

32

Yashshree Kiran Pachghare

Wipro

33

Priya Jitendra Thakare

Wipro

34

Vaibhav Narendra Mohod

Merce Technologies

35

Krutik Rajesh Sahu

Merce Technologies

Divya Manohar Mahamune

CSS Corp

36
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About Institution

DEPARTMENT
OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Sipna College of Engineering and Technology, Amravati.
Vision:
To provide quality professional education with conducive
environment to students to emerge as a model proficient
institute.
Mission:

Prof. Dr. V. S. Gulhane

•

H. O. D.
E-Mail: v_gulhane@rediffmail.com

To create scholarly and vibrant environment for
professional excellence.

•

To contribute to advancement of knowledge in
basic and applied areas of engineering and
technology.

Address

•

To be an institute of choice in the region by

Sipna Campus,

developing, managing and transferring

Badnera road,

contemporary technologies.

Amravati, 444701.
Phone:- 0721-2522342

•

To build mutually valuable terms with industry,
society and alumni.

Website: www.sipnaengg.ac.in
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Technical Articles

Deep Learning

Deep learning is a machine learning technique that teaches computers to do what
comes naturally to humans: learn by example. Deep learning is a key technology behind
driverless cars, enabling them to recognize a stop sign, or to distinguish a pedestrian from a
lamppost. It is the key to voice control in consumer devices like phones, tablets, TVs, and
hands-free speakers. Deep learning is getting lots of attention lately and for good reason. It’s
achieving results that were not possible before.
In deep learning, a computer model learns to perform classification tasks directly
from images, text, or sound. Deep learning models can achieve state-of-the-art accuracy,
sometimes exceeding human-level performance. Models are trained by using a large set of
labelled data and neural network architectures that contain many layers.
Architectures :
1. Deep Neural Network – It is a neural network with a certain level of complexity
(having multiple hidden layers in between input and output layers). They are capable
of modelling and processing non-linear relationships.
2. Deep Belief Network(DBN) – It is a class of Deep Neural Network. It is multi-layer
belief networks.
Steps for performing DBN :
a. Learn a layer of features from visible units using Contrastive Divergence algorithm.
19
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b. Treat activations of previously trained features as visible units and then learn features of
features.
c. Finally, the whole DBN is trained when the learning for the final hidden layer is achieved.
3. Recurrent (perform same task for every element of a sequence) Neural Network –
Allows for parallel and sequential computation. Similar to the human brain (large
feedback network of connected neurons). They are able to remember important things
about the input they received and hence enables them to be more precise.
Working :
First, we need to identify the actual problem in order to get the right solution and it should
be understood, the feasibility of the Deep Learning should also be checked (whether it should
fit Deep Learning or not). Second, we need to identify the relevant data which should
correspond to the actual problem and should be prepared accordingly. Third, Choose the
Deep Learning Algorithm appropriately. Fourth, Algorithm should be used while training the
dataset. Fifth, Final testing should be done on the dataset.
Tools used :
Anaconda, Jupyter, Pycharm, etc.
Languages used :
R, Python, Matlab, CPP, Java, Julia, Lisp, Java Script, etc.

Advantages :
1. Best in-class performance on problems.
2. Reduces need for feature engineering.
3. Eliminates unnecessary costs.
20
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4. Identifies defects easily that are difficult to detect.
Disadvantages :
1. Large amount of data required.
2. Computationally expensive to train.
3. No strong theoretical foundation.
Applications :
1. Automatic Text Generation – Corpus of text is learned and from this model new text is
generated, word-by-word or character-by-character.
Then this model is capable of learning how to spell, punctuate, form sentences, or it
may even capture the style.
2. Healthcare – Helps in diagnosing various diseases and treating it.
3. Automatic Machine Translation – Certain words, sentences or phrases in one language
is transformed into another language (Deep Learning is achieving top results in the
areas of text, images).
4. Image Recognition – Recognizes and identifies peoples and objects in images as well as
to understand content and context. This area is already being used in Gaming, Retail,
Tourism, etc.
5. Predicting Earthquakes – Teaches a computer to perform viscoelastic computations
which are used in predicting earthquakes.

Article By,
Nitish Giri
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Robotics

Robotics is a branch of engineering and science that includes electronics engineering,
mechanical engineering and computer science and so on. This branch deals with the design,
construction, use to control robots, sensory feedback and information processing. These are
some technologies which will replace humans and human activities in coming years. These
robots are designed to be used for any purpose but these are using in sensitive environments
like bomb detection, deactivation of various bombs etc. Robots can take any form but many
of them have given the human appearance. The robots which have taken the form of human
appearance may likely to have the walk like humans, speech, cognition and most importantly
all the things a human can do. Most of the robots of today are inspired by nature and are
known

as

bio-inspired

robots.

Robotics deals with conception, design, operation, and manufacturing of robots.
There was an author named Issac Asimov, he said that he was the first person to give
robotics name in a short story composed in 1940’s. In that story, Issac suggested three
principles about how to guide these types of robotic machines. Later on, these three
principles were given the name of Issac’s three laws of Robotics. These three laws state that:


Robots will never harm human beings.



Robots will follow instructions given by humans with breaking law one.



Robots will protect themselves without breaking other rules.

Characteristics
There are some characteristics of robots given below:


Appearance: Robots have a physical body. They are held by the structure of their body
and are moved by their mechanical parts. Without appearance, robots will be just a
software program.

22
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Brain: Another name of brain in robots is On-board control unit. Using this robot
receive information and sends commands as output. With this control unit robot
knows what to do else it’ll be just a remote-controlled machine.



Sensors: The use of these sensors in robots is to gather info from the outside world and
send it to Brain. Basically, these sensors have circuits in them that produces the
voltage in them.



Actuators: The robots move and the parts with the help of these robots move is called
Actuators. Some examples of actuators are motors, pumps, and compressor etc. The
brain tells these actuators when and how to respond or move.



Program: Robots only works or responds to the instructions which are provided to
them in the form of a program. These programs only tell the brain when to perform
which operation like when to move, produce sounds etc. These programs only tell the
robot how to use sensors data to make decisions.



Behaviour: Robots behavior is decided by the program which has been built for it.
Once the robot starts making the movement, one can easily tell which kind of program
is being installed inside the robot.
Scope and limitations of robots:

The advance version of machines are robots which are used to do advanced tasks and are
programmed to make decisions on their own. When a robot is designed the most important
thing to be kept in mind is that What the function is to be performed and what are the
limitations of the robot. Each robot has a basic level of complexity and each of the levels has
the scope which limits the functions that are to be performed. As increasing any component
in the robot, it is increasing the scope of the robot and with every joint added, the degree of
the robot is enhanced.
Article By,
Snehal Borkar
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